THE CHRISTMAS SHOP GIFT GUIDE
86564 A CHRISTMAS CAROL: The Original
Manuscript Edition by Charles Dickens

Exquisitely produced and imported by Bibliophile from
New York this is the very first time we have seen this
superb facsimile reproduction of the manuscript of A
Christmas Carol. We can follow every stroke of
Dickens’s pen, every correction and replacement, and
the white heat of excitement as he created his timeless
Christmas masterpiece.
Charles Dickens wrote the
68 page manuscript in
black ink with a goosequill pen over six feverish
weeks in 1843. The effort
was emotionally
exhausting for the novelist
and he described how he
‘wept, and laughed, and
wept again, and excited
himself in a most
extraordinary manner, in
the composition.’ Here for
the first time in a beautiful
full colour facsimile is that manuscript with a page-bypage transcription of the story handsomely typeset on
the facing pages so you can follow along. This unique
edition also includes an original foreword by Colm Tóbín
plus a remarkable history of the composition, publication
and reception of the story. Scrooge as never seen
before! 138pp.

£14.99 NOW £8.50
86820 CHRISTMAS CAROL
by Charles Dickens

“Bah, humbug” said Scrooge.
Scrooge has always thought money
is more important than people. Can
one night full of ghosts change his
mind forever? “Marley was dead,
to begin with. Scrooge knew he was
dead. He had been partners with
him for many years and Scrooge
was his sole executor, his sole
administrator, his sole assign, his
sole residuary legatee, his sole friend and sole mourner.
And even Scrooge was not so dreadfully cut up by the
sad event, but that he was an excellent man of business
on the very day of the funeral, and solemnised it with
an undoubted bargain.” A somewhat disturbing book
about money and can it make people bad or can money
be used for good, about belief in ghosts and if you think
that what Scrooge got he deserved. A Scholastic
children’s publication, 126pp.

£4.99 NOW £3
86822 CHRISTMASAURUS THE MUSICAL
EDITION: Book and CD by Tom Fletcher

Meet an elf named Snozzletrump, a nasty piece of work
called the Hunter and Brenda Payne, the meanest girl in
school (possibly the world). It was a Christmas Eve
none of them would ever forget. They sang and danced
a merry celebration with their new dinosaur friends.
“It’s Tom here, the oversized elf
with silly glasses who wrote this
book” with a “whole stocking-full
of Christmassy songs that helped
tell the story and bring the
characters to life.” Listen out for
solos from Tom’s wife
Giovanna, sister Carrie and
Santa Claus. Listen to the
soundtrack as you read
and use the prompts
throughout the story that
tell you when to press
play. Turn to the back of
the book to find the lyrics
so you can sing along too to all 14 tracks on the enclosed
exclusive CD of songs written and performed by Tom
Fletcher, one of the UK’s bestselling authors for children.
Lovely illustrated silver foil covered hardback book plus
music CD. 414pp.

£14.99 NOW £5.50
86718 VINTAGE SPARKLE: 15 Festive
Ornaments

With flashes of gold foil to catch the sunlight, candlelight
or twinkling Christmas tree lights, assemble these
sturdy, fun-to-fold year round decorations. Add sparkle
to any party occasion with
these cubes or indeed use
for favours or tiny gift
boxes. Hang in
windows,
doorways, or
even from a
chandelier,
stack or
scatter on a
mantlepiece or
tabletop as an
elegant highlight for
parties, share with
your guests as colourful gift boxes for small treats. 15
assorted ornaments in yellow, pale blue, red and pale
green and with gold string. Boxed.

£13.99 NOW £4.50

86819 CHRISTMAS
BUMPER FUN: 500
Puzzling Puzzles
by Parragon

A healthy dose of festive fun
for all the family, test yourself
in a huge compendium packed
with 500 crosswords, word
searches, Sudokus, word
squares, brain chains, code
words, number links, circular
mazes, trivia, quizzes and
more to keep the brain in
tiptop form while tipsy over the Christmas holiday
period. Pit your wits against a slitherlink, a skyscraper,
a letter circle a calcudoku or a hanjie. With 523 solutions
at the back, large softback 8¼” x 10½”. Apologies,
sticker can be removed.

£9.99 NOW £4.25

86821 CHRISTMAS RECIPES
AND CRAFTS: For A
Perfect Christmas
by Parragon Books

Christmas is the time to
make your home warm and
welcoming, festoon it with
festive decorations and
infuse it with the aroma of
enticing food made from
favourite recipes handed
down through the years. In
this gorgeous book we
celebrate Christmas and
where most of our traditions
come from. There is a
section on getting organised with a
Christmas Diary, tips, and a super
selection of craft projects including
making beautiful cards and
decorations. There is a truffle tree
in the form of an elegant, silk-clad tree to present
luxurious nibbles at the top; a festive photo frame,
Christmas door wreath, snowflake gift box made with
printed fabric and a festive glittering mobile. Oozing
with warmth and generosity is the Christmas Frosted
Ginger Cake, Cheesecake with Pecan Nuts, Traditional
Apple Pie, Christmas Cake, Roast Plums with Armagnac
Fool. In the more savoury section try unusual nibbles
and treats like Corn and Parmesan Fritters from corn on
the cob, Leek and Bacon Tartlets, Cheese Straws.
Cranberry Vodka, Chestnut and Sausage Stuffing,
Perfect Roast Potatoes, Mixed Nut Road with Cranberry
Sauce, Glazed Gammon, Blinis with Prawns and Wasabi
Cream for starters or a simple Spiced Pumpkin Soup. A
Christmas feast of a book in 224 seasonable, shimmering
glossy pages with full page colour photos from the
famous Love Food popular series. 8½” x 11".

£16 NOW £8

86884 FORTNUM & MASON
CHRISTMAS AND OTHER
WINTER FEASTS
by Tom Parker Bowles

For many people, the department
store Fortnum & Mason is all
about food and quite rightly so.
Their Commentaries, lavishly
illustrated, beautifully written
booklets were direct mail
catalogues and artists such as Rex
Whistler and in 1932 Edward
Bawden were contributors. Witty
and playful drawings, cats were
his passion as they grin and dance
their way through these
remarkable words, along with
chickens and sturgeon, elephants,
ants and bees. His clean lines,
bold colours and whimsical wit
delight to this day and happily
appear in this magnificent feast of
a book. In the trademark aqua
blue with gold lettering and two
red Beefeaters embossed and
gilded onto the front and Santa onto the back cover in a
Bawden design, here are the celebrations of Guy
Fawkes, Glorious Game, Skating, Baking, Drinks,
Christmas Eve, Christmas Day, Boxing Day, Waste Not
Want Not, New Year’s Eve and January Eating.
Beautifully designed and laid out, the clear recipes
savour up the very essence of winter - Spiced Parsnip
Soup, Swede and Carrot Mash, Sausage Rolls,
Cinnamon and Orange Biscuits, Salt Beef Sandwiches
with Sauerkraut on Rye, Beaufort and Stilton Fondue
with Thyme Garlic Toasts, Brussels Sprout and Kale Tart
with Caramelised Shallot, Seabass with Jerusalem
Artichokes and Tomato Salsa Verde, Roasted Sweet
Potato and Red Onion Salad, and Vegan Cauliflower
Couscous before we look at juices with turmeric,
Negroni and a Fortnum’s Hot Toddy among the delicious
drink ideas. There is a brilliant history and rundown on
all the essentials you will need like brandy butter, blinis,
champagne, chutneys, sweet delights, ham, sherry, pork
pies, panettone, stollen and wines before we go straight
into the serious recipes like Roast Partridge, Salsify and
Savoy Cabbage with Port and Fig Sauce, delicious with
a lovely glass of fine claret. By the famous food writer
and broadcaster, no expense has been spared on these
304 festive pages. 8" x 10¾”, pagemarker.

£30 NOW £15

86827 CHRISTMAS STORIES
by Enid Blyton

Enid Blyton (1897-1968) wrote over
600 books in her lifetime and
remains one of the world’s favourite
writers for children with her stories
about the Famous Five, and the
Secret Seven and all kinds of
adventures at school, holiday and
fantasy stories about made-up
creatures and many animal stories,
and also many stories about
Christmas. Here is a selection of
some of her very best Christmas stories to read along to
as the family prepares for the festive season. They
include Santa Claus Gets A Shock, The Lost Presents,
Bringing Home the Holly, A Week Before Christmas,
The Curious Mistletoe, A Hole in Santa’s Sack, The Tiny
Christmas Tree, A Christmassy Afternoon, Bringing In
the Yule Log, The Little Reindeer Bell, Christmas Carols,
A Visitor In the Night and The Christmas Tree Fairy
among 26 stories full of mystery, magic, laughter,
mischief, joy of shared times and plenty of delicious
food. Perfect Christmas ingredients. 334pp in
paperback with fun drawings.

£6.99 NOW £3.75

85646 LETTER TO SANTA:
With Your Very Own Special
Letter by Ned Taylor
Sparkly golden lettering, this big
picture book has actual envelopes
inside with beautiful writing
paper: ‘Dear Santa’ held by a
cheeky mouse with ‘Love From’
above an illustration of a glass of

FESTIVE BOOKS, CDs, RECIPES, CRAFTS
milk and some festive biscuits and lines for the
child to write all the good things they have
done this year and the presents that you
would like Santa to bring. ‘It was Christmas
Eve and Jenny and her little brother James
were writing a letter to Santa. Wriggling and
giggling, they drew silly pictures of Rudolph.’
Downstairs, Mouse scurried out of his hole and
onto the table... Later that night, there was a
rumble and a bump. Santa Claus had tumbled
down the chimney with his big sack of
presents. The characters are beautifully
drawn in colourful and appealing
illustrations for ages two to seven. Two
letters. 9" square.

£9.99 NOW £4.50
86848 SANTA SUPERSTAR
COLOURING BOOK:
Activity Pack and
10 Pens

In resealable large
plastic bag are ten
rainbow coloured felt tip
pens (washable), one 3½”
square MAGIC storybook
about Anna and Max on
Christmas Eve making
preparations, one softback
activity book featuring wonderful
colouring, dot-to-dot and missing
letter puzzles, and the biggest and
best is a huge softback measuring
9" x 13" with gold foil title Colouring
Book. It features approximately
120 festive scenes of Santa, presents, snowmen and
children in big appealing full page line art. Hours of fun
for little ones visiting at Christmastime or an ideal gift.
Not only are the felt pens washable, they are non-toxic
and with ventilated caps. CE Safety approved.

ONLY £4

86845 PLAY HIDE
AND SEEK WITH
LITTLE REINDEER
by Igloo Books

With his bright red shiny
nose (in vinyl), pink mouth,
little and larger hands can
slot through the back of this
big colourful board book to
make Little Reindeer from
the story really seem to
speak like a puppet and
come alive. Giggle and shout the words and open his
mouth and help him to give you a big, sloppy kiss too.
Search for his best friend Ruby and help him find her.
Story book for ages 3+. CE Safety approved toy
inserted in centre circle. Our Lottie the whippet did her
very best to kiss him!

£8.99 NOW £4.75
86829 MY FIRST
CHRISTMAS LIBRARY
by Hannah Cather and Lucy
Barnard

Six teeny weeny easy-to-hold
beautifully illustrated board books
for wee tottypots to discover new
shapes, learn first words, count one
two three, explore a rainbow of
colours, meet animal friends and
find out about opposites. Reindeer
(of course) appears on the cover
with cat, bunny, penguin, dog,
hedgehog, fox and more new animal friends. Really
appealing illustrations and presentation, they slot into a
shiny Christmassy presentation box with Velcro fastener.
Suit ages 2+. CE Safety approved.

£9.99 NOW £5

86531 DECEMBER LIGHTS
CD by André Rieu

The smiling violinist with the long
hair and tailcoat, waistcoat with
watch chain enchants millions of
fans worldwide. This special CD
features 19 festive tracks to keep
in your collection for every
winter. They include Silent
Night, Deck the Halls with
Boughs of Holly, The Holy City, White Christmas,
Walking in the Air from The Snowman, God Rest Ye
Merry Gentlemen, Go Tell It on the Mountain, Ave
Maria, Petit Papa Noël and Sleep Little Jesus among
them.

ONLY £8
86529 FESTIVAL OF CHRISTMAS CAROLS CD
by The Salvation Army

A traditional and heart-warming sight every Christmas,
the shining brass instruments, huge banging drums, flat
caps and smart black uniforms of The Salvation Army
are in our hearts. Every festive year you can play this
CD of 20 tracks featuring such bands as The Black Dyke
Band, playing White Christmas and The Christmas Song,
Little Drummer Boy and The Holly and the Ivy. Plus
Silent Night, Away In A Manger. The World of Brass
ensemble play The First Noël, Rudolph the Red-Nosed
Reindeer and God Rest Ye Merry Gentlemen and the
Fodens Courtois Band Jingle Bells and Hark! The Herald
Angels Sing. The Halifax Choral Society sing beautifully
on track 19, While Shepherd’s Watched. Playing time
just over 64 minutes on CD.

ONLY £5
84480 PRESS-OUT DECORATIONS ADVENT
CALENDAR by Livia Coloji

Three dimensional approximately 2" to 4" deep beautiful
models, easy to slot together. Each day you can make
a new model to hang on your Christmas tree like the
snowman, snowflake, cute penguin, candle, angel,
Santa and his sack, a big antlered reindeer, ice skates, a
decorated sleigh and holly among them. Read the little
short story Wrapping Up for Christmas about Santa and
his Elves. Ages 3+. Softback with 24 Christmas
decorations to press out, 8½” x 12".

£9.99 NOW £6
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86684 ALICE IN
WONDERLAND 2020
CALENDAR
by Flame Tree Publishing

The Mad Hatter’s Tea Party
1916 edition by Charles
Robinson (1870-1937), The
White Rabbit 1907 by Arthur
Rackham, Alice Plays Croquet
with the Duchess Using a
Flamingo by John Tenniel,
Advice from A Caterpillar 1922
by Gwynedd M. Hudson and
The White Rabbit Dressed as a
Herald Blows a Trumpet by
Tenniel are among the 12
beautiful colour images on this
very special new calendar.
Measures 12" square with
punched hole ready for hanging
and grid space for all your important calendar dates with
bank holidays noted. First time discounted.

£9.99 NOW £7.50

86693 MERRY CHRISTMAS
KITTEN AND BAUBLE
DESIGN: 20 Notecards
by Galison

The very soft furry cute ginger
kitten reaches out to tap a silver
bauble hanging from the Christmas
tree. ‘May your days be furry and
bright’ is the greeting inside these
generously sized quality greetings
cards, imported from the USA. 20
identical notecards and 21 white envelopes, boxed.

ONLY £5
86527 O’ HOLY NIGHT THE CHRISTMAS
ALBUM CD AND DVD GIFT EDITION
by Daniel O’Donnell

Beautifully packaged, there are no less than 15 festive
tracks on the CD and 14 videos with performances from
the ‘Christmas with Daniel O’Donnell’ DVD. They
include performances of White Christmas, Snowflake, I
Saw Mommy Kissing Santa Claus, An Old Christmas
Card, Winter Wonderland, When A Child Is Born and the
making of the TV ad. Songs from his original Christmas
album include Rockin’ Around the Christmas Tree, Silver
Bells and Christmas Long Ago plus a message from
Daniel himself. The CD hears him singing sweetly
Mary’s Boy Child, Angels We Have Heard on High, Little
Drummer Boy, Silent Night, The First Noël, In the Bleak
Midwinter and Christmas Day 1915 among the 15 tracks.

ONLY £6.50

86525 MERRY CHRISTMAS,
BABY CD by Rod Stewart

With his distinctive, slightly gravelly
voice, Rod Stewart is as attractive
to men and women as ever and
here duets with Michael Bublé on
Winter Wonderland, with Cee Lo
Green on Merry Christmas, Baby,
With Ella Fitzgerald on What Are
You Doing New Years Eve? and with Mary J. Blige on
We Three Kings. Some of the other 13 festive tracks
given his special Stewart Scottish treatment are Have
Yourself A Merry Little Christmas, Santa Claus is
Coming to Town, White Christmas, Blue Christmas and
Red-Suited Super Man.

ONLY £6
86535 CHRISTMAS HITS OF THE 1950s: Two
CDs
50 tracks by the original artists including Bing Crosby,
Nat King Cole, Vera Lynn and Elvis Presley, here are
festive sounds like Jingle Bells, Santa Baby by Eartha
Kitt, Oh Little Town of Bethlehem by Connie Francis,
Silent Night by Dinah Washington, Merry Christmas by
Anne Shelton, Mary’s Boy Child by Harry Belafonte,
Oh Come All Ye Faithful by Bobby Darin, The
Christmas Blues by Dean Martin, Little Jack Frost Get
Lost by Bing Crosby and Peggy Lee, and It’s Beginning
to Look A Lot Like Christmas by Dean Martin. And that
is just some of the selections on the first CD. Double
that with a glittering range of superstar voices.
Remastered recordings, double CD box gift set.

ONLY £6.50
86530 ALED’S CHRISTMAS GIFT CD
by Aled Jones

The friendly and ever-popular broadcaster and superb
vocalist Aled Jones applies his own talent to 14 festive
tracks. They include Mary Did You Know?, Away In A
Manger, In the Bleak Midwinter, See Amid the Winter’s
Snow, Rocking Carol, What Sweeter Music, The Sussex
Carol, and The First Noël among them.

£9.23 NOW £5
85649 ANGEL CAME TO NAZARETH: A Story
of the First Christmas
by Maggie Kneen

Here are 20 sturdy card pages of the most famous story
of the Bible. As the first Christmas draws near, four
travellers must make their way from Nazareth to
Bethlehem. An Angel asks four animals to choose which
traveller they would like to carry, but which animal will
choose the greatest of them all? With its simple rhymes
and imaginative illustrations, the camel, donkey, horse
and ox, the beasts from the stall will carry these mighty
men and the goodly, kind Samaritan on a very special
and magical journey of Christmastime. For all ages.
Colour and gold decorations and illus.

£5.99 NOW £2.50
86521 DORIS DAY CHRISTMAS ALBUM CD
by Doris Day

15 tracks on this Columbia and Sony Entertainment
compact disc include Silver Bells, I’ll Be Home for
Christmas, Snow Fall, Toyland, Let It Snow! Let It
Snow! Let It Snow!, Be A Child At Christmastime,
Winter Wonderland, The Christmas Song, The Christmas
Waltz, White Christmas and Deck the Halls with Boughs
of Holly. Festive music from a beautiful vocalist to
keep, own and play every winter.

ONLY £6
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STOCKING FILLERS UNDER £5
86709 JUST SAYIN’ CHALK
BOARD MEMO MANAGER
by Knock Knock

These make brilliant gifts. Write
your own witty poems, love notes,
To Do lists in this wipe-clean
removable decal chalk board.
Measuring 11¾” x 17½”, the
heading is JUST SAYIN’ with Say
what?, Know What I’m Saying?
and I’ll Say across the top just to
get you going, and along the
bottom Nuff Said. The entire area in the middle is a
black reusable space for your own scribbles using the
enclosed soapstone ‘chalk’. The Adhesive board is put in
place by simply removing the backing and applying to a
smooth surface. To erase your scribbles simply wipe
clean with a wet cloth and to reposition the board hold
the top corner and gently peel away and re-apply. For
multiple uses, to knock out frustrations or the opening
lines of your next novel. Comes in cardboard box.

£9.99 NOW £4.50
86710 WHAT TO EAT CHALK
BOARD MEAL MANAGER
by Knock Knock

A weekly meal planner you can
wipe clean week after week, this
is a super repositionable decal.
Measuring 11¾” x 17½” when
unfurled from the cardboard box, this
1950s style home economics chart is
headed in red WHAT TO EAT.
Then Monday, Tuesday,
Wednesday, Thursday, Friday, The Weekend, for each
is a large black square. Remove the backing, apply to a
smooth surface and write on it with the enclosed
soapstone ‘chalk’. To erase, simply wipe with a wet
cloth and to reposition hold the top corner and gently
peel away and reapply. If following a special diet or
needing reminders for other things to do that day of the
week, this is a multipurpose, multi-moveable, multiwipeable chalk board. Ingenious!

£9.99 NOW £4.50
86443 FOR WHO THE BELL
TOLLS by David Marsh

The mysteries of English grammar
have been the lifelong mission of
David Marsh who wishes to create
order out of chaos turning rough
reportage into a passable imitation
of a silk purse for newspapers.
From Shakespeare to The
Simpsons, the Red Hot Chilli
Peppers to Yoda, he explains how
grammar need not be difficult and
can even be fun. Marsh is the
Editor of the Guardian’s Style Guide and ‘Mind Your
Language’ blog and currently works for the FT. Why
didn’t Ghostbusters ask ‘Whom you gonna call’? Is it all
right or alright to boldly split infinitives? What is the
loveliest word in the English language or the greatest
headline ever written? And what is the difference
between ‘Let’s eat, Grandma’ and ‘Let’s eat Grandma’.
296 pages of impressive verbal pursuits.

£12.99 NOW £4.75
86841 MARVEL COMICS AVENGERS BARREL
PENCIL CASE by IG Design Group
THWIPPT!

BOOM! as Thor slams down onto the
pavement. The
Hulk roars, his
green muscles
bulging.
Characters and
design from the DC
Comic Marvel comic
book strips feature on this smooth, tough
laminated pencil case. Nearly 3" diameter at the two
circular ends, 8" long, with sturdy zip and rubber
officially licensed Marvel Comic tag. Colour.

ONLY £4.25
85760 READING ON LOCATION
by Luisa Moncada and Scala Quin

This super country-by-country guide is arranged by
Africa, the Americas, Asia, Australasia, Europe and the
Middle East. Feature boxes include Dickens’ London,
Inspector Morse’s Oxford, Kurt Wallander’s Sweden,
Hans Christian Anderson [sic], Tagore’s Bengal and
Rwanda Nature among them. 272pp, paperback.

£8.99 NOW £2

86067 CAT COUTURE
by Jason McGroarty

Frida Catlo, with that faraway look
in her turquoise blue eyes - a tabby
cat is dressed as the famous
Mexican artist. Here are queenly
kitties, geishas, Wall Street business
cats, divine divas and an ice queen.
64 pages of beautiful colour photos
of uber-fashionista kitties.

£9.99 NOW £2.50
86093 COMPLETE PUB QUIZ BOOK
by Carlton Books

TV series, the animal world, sport and football, pop,
films, nature, celebs, the royals, who’s who, famous
firsts, Westerns, sitcoms, around the UK and many
many Pot Luck, here are themed quizzes. 512 pages,
softback. Answers.

£9.99 NOW £3.50
84986 STAR WARS ALIENS: Tales from a
Galaxy Far, Far Away Volume I
by Landry D. Walker

‘Star Wars VII - The Force Awakens’ was one of the
biggest and most eagerly anticipated films ever. This
book fleshes out the lives and stories with six of the
most popular stories. Vile scrap dealer Unkar Plutt meets
his match in ‘True Love’. In ‘The Crimson Corsair’ an
unlikely alliance of pirates, space gangs and bounty
hunters race to find the lost treasure of Count Dooku.
346pp, colour illus.

$12.99 NOW £4

£5 - £10 GIFT IDEAS

85368 NOVELTY ERASERS LONDON
BUS E-RACER by NPW London

86823 AMBASSADOR 100
CLASSIC GAMES COLLECTION

Super stylish red double-decker Routemaster
bus-shaped eraser, to look good on every
desk and for ages three to adult. With black
tyres, white wheels, your little two and a bit
inch by three inch red bus trundles across the
page taking away any unwanted pencil marks.
a cut-out-and-keep bus finish.

Includes

£4.50 NOW £3
86350 ZODIAC EMBROIDERY BOX SET
by Running Press

Master a few basic stitches like the French knot and the
running stitch, trace the pattern onto the fabric, place on
top of the inner hoop and
gently push down the
outer hoop, locking the
fabric in place by
tightening the screw.
Take your golden
embroidery threads to
create all the Zodiac
astrology signs in a chic
miniature embroidery. The tiny kit includes the hoop,
three pieces of navy blue cloth, three embroidery
needles, three skeins of gold embroidery floss, 12
patterned sheets and a 32 page mini book. Ages 8 to
adult.

£6.99 NOW £3.50
24416 NATURE COLOURING BOOKS: Set of 4
This set of four outsize (11½”× 9") softbacks includes
animals to colour, birds to colour, flowers to colour and
countryside to colour. Each depicts a beautiful colour
drawing on the left hand side and the black and white
equivalent on the right for you to colour yourself,
including two beautiful butterflies on lilac flowers, a
harbour with boats and an owl in woodland. Per set of
four

ONLY £3.50
24415 ANIMAL COLOURING BOOKS: Set of 4

A unique concept. Four large softback books, each
containing eight hand-coloured drawings of wildlife
scenes. Whales, lions, a crocodile; the squirrel and the
fox; rabbit, kittens and hamster; and farm animals. The
right hand side is the black and white drawing for you to
colour: the left side is the original, many of which could
easily be framed. With helpful colouring hints.

ONLY £3.50
86092 COLOURING SHAKESPEARE
by Judy Stevens

The immortal words of William Shakespeare (1564-1616)
come alive in this unique colouring book. Working with
wood engraving, linocuts and traditional printing presses,
illustrator Judy Stevens has produced 40 marvellous
scenes from Shakespeare’s plays like A Midsummer
Night’s Dream, Antony and Cleopatra, The Merchant of
Venice (All that glisters is not gold), The Tempest or
Twelfth Night. 31 scenes, well-known quotations. 64
page softback, 10" x 11".

£9.99 NOW £3.50
85818 FOIL ART: Beauty & The Beast
by Holly Brook-Piper and Claire Munday

Peel, rub, reveal. Based on the classic children’s tale, a
stunning creative craft series, with beautiful pictures you
can colour and embellish,
and intricate Foil Art
pictures you can decorate
with the shiny foil sheet
enclosed in the front
cover pocket. Simply
peel back the pre-cut
pictures or shapes to
reveal a sticky surface,
rub and lift to reveal a
shiny foil addition to your
picture. Then colour and tear out to hang up and admire.
23 illustrated story pages to add colour to. 10 stunning
illus. Paperback, 7½” x 11".
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£9.99 NOW £4.50
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85819 FOIL ART: Cinderella
by Holly Brook-Piper & Claire Munday

With beautiful pictures you
can colour and embellish
with the shiny foil sheets
enclosed. Position the foil
on top then rub and lift to
reveal a shiny foil addition
to your picture. 23
illustrated story pages,
and embellish 10 stunning
illus. Based on the
Charles Perrault classic fairy tale. Paperback, 7½” x 11".

£9.99 NOW £4.50
86318 DESKTOP PING PONG
by Running Press and Chris Stone

Hit a top spin smash or with this kit of an easy-toassemble mini net, two mini rackets, one green one red,
a mini ball and little suction pads. The Mini Book of Ping
Pong enclosed with your pack includes a history, playing
and trivia. Gift boxed.

£5.99 NOW £3
85981 ART OF WAR NOTES AND QUOTES
by Sun Tzu

Exquisitely produced, A5 softback lined notebook, red
elastic fastener. Decorated with Chinese calligraphy and
on every alternative page a thoughtful quotation from
the 1910 translation of the classic The Art of War by Sun
Tzu. “Conceal your dispositions and you will be safe
from the prying of the subtlest spies, from the
machinations of the wisest brains.” Full page colour
Chinese illustrations, depictions of war and history from
Chinese artists. Approx 80 page lined notebook.

£9.99 NOW £3
86316 DESKTOP BEACH VOLLEYBALL
by Running Press

Spike, bump and dig - from your desk! With little suction
pads, a fold out sandy beach playing court measuring
12" x 19", a 3½” inflatable beach ball, a beach volleyball
net and a 32 page tiny rule book, all about techniques,
blocking and faults, the lingo and more. Ages 7 to adult.

£5.99 NOW £3

12" square strong board box containing five
double-sided sturdy playing boards and
accessories to play no less than 100 games.
The instruction book covers them all from chess,
Crokinole with its discs and shooting lines, Ludo,
Nine Men’s Morris, four in a row,
tic-tac-toe, snakes and ladders,
checkers, solitaire, barbudi,
heaven and nine, yacht, drop
dead, pig, poker dice, and a
fantastic series of matchstick
games including turning the
donkey and the wine glasses
puzzle. Colourful ‘matchsticks’,
16 plastic simple figures in four
primary colours, 15 white and
15 black playing pieces for chess
and draughts, and five rolling
dice. Colour boards. One for
all the family ages 6+ and one to eight players.
Fantastic value for money.

£18 NOW £10

86193 SEARLE’S CATS:
New and Revised
Edition
by Ronald Searle

Constantly in print since
1967, we are delighted to
have the new and revised
edition featuring the offbeat,
zany humour of Ronald
Searle who clearly loves cats - or does he? ‘Happy cat
in its bath unaware that the house is on fire’ sees a cat
soaping himself under the arms, blissfully unaware. ‘A
rather timid wolf in cat’s clothing’ is an enormous, toothy
creature with multicoloured eyes. A cat doing a one
handed handstand is an ‘Exhibitionist cat trying out
certain effects.’ Get the picture? Glorious colour.

£9.99 NOW £5

86079 PHOTOGRAPH
ALBUM: Summer Breeze
by the Art File

With padded cover, 8½” x 12" and
1½” thick, on a very sturdy binding
are 50 double sided quality cream
card pages, each with a full size
ever so slightly sticky transparent
film. Arrange postcards, photos of
any shape and size. The padded
cover has a most attractive abstract
design Summer Breeze of cheerful flowers in blues and
reds and with gold foil leaves.

£24 NOW £8.50
86407 GOLD by Royal Collection Trust

Included in these lavish pages are works dating
from the early Bronze Age to the 20th century
from Europe, South America and Asia. Within the Royal
Collection are works of art that draw on every aspect of
gold. St Edward’s crown from 1661 by Robert Viner and
an Ecuadorian golden crown from 1000-1400 made from
beaten sheets of gold with striking decorative features.
See pictures of the Gold State Coach in the
Royal Mews today, a massive tray
weighing 19lb decorated with the badges
of every Order of Knighthood to which
George IV belonged, the gold
Imperial Mantle worn by Queen
Victoria at her Coronation,
bracelets, jewellery, fans, a
Fabergé cigarette case from 1903,
gilded paintings and extensive gold
tooling on leather bound books,
double illumination and decorative
painted borders of golden Persian
calligraphy in Queen Victoria’s
journal, Books of Hours and
devotional books, altar candlesticks and more. Printed
on black paper, gold embossed cover and similarly
decorated black slipcase.

£25 NOW £8

86317 DESKTOP GOLF by Running Press

A pair of miniature irons, a bag of sand, relieve anxiety
by playing a quick round at your desk by simply
unfurling the lime green soft fabric marked Par 3, 4 and
5, using one of the two teeny weeny golf balls
provided. Black plastic three-sided box provided. A mini
golf book gives a brief history, fun golf facts, tips and
tricks. It’s in the hole!
IN

CK
£5.99 NOW £3
BA O C K
85578 CAT MEMO PAD by Lo Scarabeo S T
Approx 4" square sturdy box and on the lid is a beautiful
sleek black cat, green eyes half closed, in front of a
starry blue black night sky which decorates the rest of
the box. Lift the lid and inside is a tear-off sheet memo
pad, 3" square containing 250 blank white unlined paper
sheets.

£10.99 NOW £4.25
86078 PENCIL CASE by the Art File

Padded pencil case or perhaps make-up bag with dark
red background, black baby elephant design and big pale
cream hearts. Inside are two compartments with
another zip and secret compartment in the centre. 7½” x
4" and 1½” when widely opened.

£8 NOW £4
85972 THREE MUSTACHES AND A SOUL
PATCH by Running Press

Open your kit to find one huge 1970s ginger faux fur
Cop moustache, one Fu Manchu the Western black
moustache and the Soul Patch worn just below the
lower lip and above the chin. A teeny softback booklet
describes the pencil, handlebar,
western, Fu Manchu,
Napoleon III, the full
sided Noddy Holder
Hulihee, the goatee,
diagrams. 32pp. 2" comb
included.

£4.99 NOW £2.25

86940 WHAT ON EARTH?
Wallbook Timeline of Nature
by Christopher Lloyd and
Andy Forshaw

Published by the Natural History
Museum, this all new edition huge
outsize softback with concertina
timeline includes a handy pocket
magnifier measuring 4" x 5½”
which may also be used for all sorts
of other uses around the home!
The softback book is in the form of a newspaper from
The Wallbook Chronicle, “An epic expedition through the
history of natural science.” The articles look at
gladiators, a leading scientist whose body was
discovered amongst thousands slaughtered by an
appalling volcano, Baghdad a new seat of learning after
caliphs ordered translations of ancient texts, the science
of the eye, gruesome dissections, astronomical
challenges, ‘microscope’ technology, a new map of
Britain, evolution, dinosaurs, fossils, palaeontology and
even a dinosaur crossword to complete. The Letters
Page is also beautifully illustrated and there is a two
page 50 question quiz and classified adverts. But best of
all is you can pull out from the book a two metre long
colourful fold-out timeline which is detachable telling the
four billion year story of the evolution of life on Planet
Earth. Hundreds of illustrations showcase milestones
and name and picture creatures from the past like the
Conodont (an eel-like sea creature) right up to combine
harvesters and facts about carbon dioxide emissions.
Spectacular colour softback, 10" x 14".

£12.99 NOW £8
86186 BRITISH MUSEUM ANCIENT EGYPT
JOURNAL by The British Museum

Amulets, wooden cippus, Book of the Dead imagery,
sandstone reliefs, mummy mask and funerary scarabs
are among the British Museum artefacts chosen to be
photographed in colour decorating the lined pages of this
special notebook. The objects are all from the collection
in the Department of Ancient Egypt and Sudan. 64 thick
quality lined pages, embossed hardback decorated with
a Cartonnage mummy mask for ladies or gents. Colour.

£9.99 NOW £5
86451 ONLY FOOLS AND
HORSES: The Peckham
Archives
by Rod Green

Lovely jubbly! We learn all about
the Trotter family going right back
to King John! Albert, Ada, Violet to
Cassandra and Rodney Charlton
and their baby Joan, Derek, Raquel
and their son Damien Derek. See
too Derek’s school report from June
1959, application for street trader’s licence, their Majorca
trip, Grandad and excerpts from John Sullivan’s personal
scripts and notes 1981-83 complete with crossings out.
Cartoons and archive photos in a scrapbook of the style.
Crème de le Menthe of Trotter Treasures. 288 large
pages, colour.

£20 NOW £8
85957 GREAT BRITISH BAKE-OFF: Get
Baking for Friends and Family
by Prue Leith and Paul Hollywood

Recipes by the judges Prue Leith and Paul Hollywood
and contestants themselves, with methods and
techniques. Cakes are up first, with a beautiful Gateau
Vert with Pistachio Marzipan. Biscuits and Traybakes,
Breads, Puds and Desserts - Pina Colada Roulade,
Raspberry Blancmange and Apricot Meringue Torte.
320pp, colour photos, 7½” x 10".

£20 NOW £6
85566 WILDLIFE PHOTOGRAPHER OF THE
YEAR: Portfolio 23
edited by Rosamund Kidman Cox

These 100 stunning wildlife studies are selected from the
annual competition entries by 43,000 photographers from
96 different countries. Golden trevallies swim in front of
a dugong’s nose in the Red Sea, and a toad’s eye
catches the sunset in a glowing pool in Warsaw. A male
gannet places a necklace of red campion on his mate’s
neck. Mammal Behaviour is won by a spectacular
leopard fight, and a comic shot of a gang of hunting
macaques is the runner-up. The Wildscape winner is an
eye-opening volcanic eruption in Kamchatka, Russia.
160pp, 100 colour photos on glossy white or black paper.
10" square.

£25 NOW £9.50
85813 DOUGH PORTRAITS
by Soren Dahlgaard

Imagine enough dough kneaded (!) for three or four
loaves and while all gooey,
dropping it on top of the
head so that it stretches all
the way down the face of
your portrait models.
Extraordinary. There are
women old and young,
workmen, locals on paradise
beaches. With hundreds of
models, the individual is
buried in the liberating
anonymity of the dough.
This playful sculpture is seen
in Denmark, Vancouver, Kosovo, the Maldives,
Helsinki, the photographers’ gallery London and all the
way to Australia. 256 pages 9" x 12". Colour photos.

£24.99 NOW £5
86427 A TO Z OF DREAMS
by Michael Johnstone

Famous dream interpreters include Sigmund Freud and
Carl Jung. Different types of dream include
compensatory, diagnostic, healing, lucid and of course
nightmares, physical, sexual or shadow dreams (seeing
ourselves as others see us). Covers keeping a dream
diary before making an A-Z about dreams of rocks,
animals, the body, clothes, colours, relatives, food and
drink, jobs, sport, travel, the weather and more. 389pp,
spiral binding, softback.

ONLY £5

**£5-£10 GIFTS *
85705 BATH MAP 500 PIECE JIGSAW
PUZZLE
illustrated by Clair Rossiter

With The Royal Crescent in the top left hand corner, the
Circus, Assembly Rooms, the River Avon, beautiful
Pulteney Bridge, Jane Austen Centre, Theatre Royal,
Queen Square, the Roman Baths, Bath Abbey, the
Georgian architecture of Great Pulteney Street in colour.
Fantastic jigsaw puzzle 75cm x 50cm or 30" x 20".

£12.44 NOW £6
85758 OXFORD MAP 500 PIECE JIGSAW
PUZZLE
illustrated by Clair Rossiter

Finished puzzle measures 75 x 50cm and the appealing
design is beautiful line art. The Ashmolean Museum,
University of Oxford, Broad Street, the Pitt Rivers
Museum with its pointed tower, Holywell Music Room,
the Botanic Garden, St Marys, Bridge of Sighs, Radcliffe
Camera, Carfax Tower and Christchurch Meadow
beneath the High Street, there are rowers on the river,
antique lampposts, trees, a cyclist, books, flowers and a
mortar board in colourfully designed map. Box measures
9" x 14".

£12.44 NOW £6.50
85519 STAR WARS ABSOLUTELY
EVERYTHING YOU NEED TO KNOW
by Adam Bray, Kerrie Dougherty et al

Updated and expanded big heavyweight DK journey to
Star Wars: The Last Jedi. Which weapon does Han Solo
give to Rey on Takodana? Whose starship does R2D2
save from certain destruction? Strange but true facts,
timelines, statistics, Obi-Wan’s hermit hut. Colour
photos, images and facts. Imagery from the Lucasfilm
and Star Wars Universe. 9" x 11", 256 colourful pages.

£17.99 NOW £7
86195 AMAZING BALLOON MODELLING
by Ken Whitehouse

A coloured 7½” square tin contains a balloon pump and
20 brightly coloured modelling balloons. Make an
aeroplane, banjo, butterfly, tiger, dinosaur, parrot,
rabbit, drawing on patterns and designs to bring them to
life. 24 page step-by-step book.

£12.99 NOW £5
86194 50 RUDE BALLOON MODELS
by Igloo Books

7" square embossed tin contains a balloon pump and 20
balloons in brown, yellow, pink, black, red and green for
lots of adult fun. Create a naughty bunny, blow up
Betty, kinky boots, handcuffs and wearable boobs. 50
step-by-step balloon modelling ideas, 64 page colour
softback.

£12.99 NOW £6
85311 BLOCKBUSTERS TIN
by Igloo Books

Based on the hit 1980s TV show. “Can I have a P
please, Bob?” Use the dry-wipe pen provided, and the
quizmaster can fill in 20 yellow tiles with assorted letters
of the alphabet before play. Split into two teams and
the quizmaster chooses a tile on which to start. With
over 800 questions to answer in A-Z layout. 64 page
softback, 8" x 11", metal embossed retro tin. Black felt
tip pen provided.

£14.99 NOW £5

LUXURY GIFT IDEAS
81723 ALICE’S ADVENTURES
IN WONDERLAND AND
OTHER STORIES:
Deluxe Leather Edition
by Lewis Carroll

In stunning pink leather with gold
tooling for Alice’s hair, on the teapot,
the buttons down her frock,
characters from the stories like the
Siamese cat and hookah-smoking
caterpillar appear in gold frames on
the jacket of this heavyweight
leather volume. With gilded pages, satin bookmark,
decorated endpapers, it includes all of the classic Tenniel
illustrations. Alice’s Adventures In Wonderland, Through
the Looking-Glass with preface to 1896 edition, Sylvie
and Bruno, Hunting of the Snark, Early Verse, Puzzles
from Wonderland, Phantasmagoria, College Rhymes and
Notes by an Oxford Chiel, Acrostics, Inscriptions and
Other Verse, Three Sunsets and Other Poems, Stories
and A Miscellany. With an index of first lines and
chronological table. Charles Lutwidge Dodgson (18321898) was better known as Lewis Carroll, the greatest
experimenter in the field of children’s literature. Folio
Society style bookcase edition, 1165pp, exquisitely
produced.

ONLY £30

81724 ARABIAN NIGHTS:
Deluxe Leather Edition
translated by Sir Richard F.
Burton

Bound in cobalt blue leather with
gold tooling, gilded pages, satin
bookmarker, the beautiful endpapers
and cover decorated in Islamic style.
There are beautiful colour plates
throughout these tales of
Scheherazade, who saved her own
life at the hands of her new husband
by telling him a new story every night. They include
The Tale of the Trader with the Jinni, The Barber’s Tale
of Himself, Sinbad the Sailor, Aladdin and the Wonderful
Lamp, Ali Baba and the Forty Thieves, Prince Ahmad
and the Fairy Peri-Banu, Julnár the Sea-born and many
more. Packed with magic, horses and mules, brocade
and gold, Caliphs and villains in the lands of India,
China, Samarcand and beyond. 742pp.

ONLY £25
85456 BATMAN: A Visual History
by DC Comics

Two exclusive prints are slotted neatly into the folder
inside the front cover of this heavyweight colour
publication. One is an original ink by Jason Fabok, a

* LUXURY GIFTS **
stunning black and white portrait of the mighty Batman,
and the second coloured by Tomeu Morey, a collage of
the characters and action scenes from the comic
books. Before us stands the definitive guide to
the world of Dark Knight as we follow the DC
Comics hero from his 1939 origin as a vigilante
created by Bob Kane, to talents Jerry Robinson,
Bill Finger and Dick Sprang and many more,
most notably Dennis O’Neil, Neal Adams and
Dick Giordano. The book features Batman’s
greatest stories and charts the careers of the
Super Heroes and Super Villains including Robin,
the Justice League, the Joker and Catwoman.
With big stunning black pages, the beautifully
designed colourful artworks are spread
generously across the pages which are organised
from July to November 1939 in chronological
sequence. Front covers, dozens of strips, special
features, what also happened in the comic book world in
the same year with detective comics, all-American
comics and more. Both Robin and the new Batgirl had
embarked on solo careers, and the family’s ongoing
battle against crime had become both broader and more
sophisticated. 351pp, 10" x 12½”. Colour illus,
slipcased.

£35 NOW £16.50
85550 BRADMAN ALBUMS: Slipcased Two
Volume Set
by Sir Donald Bradman

Volume One of 424 pages covers the years 1925 to
1934 and Volume Two extending to make the two
volume set up to 800 pages, covers the years 1935 to
1949. All the letters, telegrams and photographs have
been reproduced as
they appeared in the
columns, to the best
possible quality given
their age. Included are
also full page colour
plates depicting Donald
Bradman’s cricket bats.
Bradman rewrote the
record books and
swelled the attendance at every game he played. The
Boy From Bowral fails in his Test début, yet the press
still appears to be on his side and he set the bar
incredibly high from a young age. The Surrey Captain
Percy Fender was one of the few to openly criticise
Bradman in the press, but quickly had to eat his words
as the young Aussie whacks Surrey for 252, and ends
up posting 974 runs in the first five Tests. For the
cricket purists, the 1932-33 English Ashes tour, Bodyline,
is covered at length. The Aussie press quickly paint the
English Captain Douglas Jardine and his chief fast bowler
Harold Larwood as the villain, and Don Bradman as the
Australian hero. He joins the Air Force but quickly
becomes ill and is invalided out. Facsimile articles,
colour plates. 800pp, slipcased, 9¼” x 11¾”.

£39.99 NOW £18
85547 ATMOSPHERE AND LIGHT: The
Automotive Paintings of Barry Rowe
by Barry Rowe and Gary Doyle

Special numbered editions limited to 1,500 copies, each
has been hand numbered and personally autographed by
both the artist and author and comes in a smart British
racing green clothbound slipcase with tipped in illustration
of a sportscar. The front cover shows two antique
sportscars, the Fangio and Hawthorne with Juan Manuel
Fangio in his Maserati 250S leading Mike Hawthorne in
his Ferrari in the 1957 German Grand Prix. They
finished first and second. Barry Rowe paints his historic
subjects with an Art Deco feel entirely in keeping with
his favourite era of the 1920s and 1930s. We love the
flying start of the Monaco 2000, a gleaming red Maserati
in Monterey, the Rivera feel of the Beau Rivage Hotel
with sports cars on the classic street circuit in the 1952
Monaco Grand Prix. A pack of Bugattis, Monaco
Elegance where the star is the Delahaye 1936 Torpedo
Cabriolet with elegantly dressed ladies and gentlemen in
the grounds of a glamorous house party, The Shooting
Party, Italian villages, countryside sweeping by plus Art
Deco posters, there must be no less than 78 full and part
page colour reproductions. 156 glossy pages, 11¼”
square.

£79.99 NOW £28
86452 ROYAL NAVY: 100 Years of Maritime
Warfare in the Modern Age
by Julian Thompson

Published in association with the National Museum, this
splendid slipcased book contains rare, removable
documents of historic importance. There are 15 in total
including plan of the action off the Falkland Isle showing
movements of the ships 8th December 1914, pages from
a sketch book showing the action at the Battle of Jutland
May 1916, a letter from HMS Suffolk 1941 detailing the
sinking of the Hood and Bismarck and a report on the Xcraft attack on Tirpitz 22nd September 1943 among
them. They have been reproduced on authentic-looking
paper, in colour. The book examines the convoy
systems, carrier operations and amphibious landings that
the Royal Navy developed and refined during the First
and Second World Wars. It analyses the key operations
and campaigns such as the Gallipoli landings, Malta
convoys and D-Day. Collections include items relating
to the Royal Marines, Fleet Air Arm and Submarine
Service right up to the key role in the Gulf Wars and
Afghanistan. It is a revealing account of how the Senior
Service continues to adapt to technological change. The
endpapers are decorated with a 1911 map in colour, the
wallets containing the documents with propaganda
posters, the layout is quite superb in its design and use
of colour and archive photography, and with paintings
like Alan Fearnley’s Battle of the
Atlantic showing the biplanes
bombing the Bismarck, U-boats,
Norway and the fall of France,
action in the Channel and the
Atlantic, unrestricted submarine
warfare, and of course the
casualties, Cold War intelligence
and deterrence. A fine
piece of publishing
history. Slipcased
10" x 12".

£40 NOW £19

CHILDREN’S GIFT IDEAS
86837 LEGO SUPERHEROES BATMAN
vs THE JOKER
by DC Comics and Centum Books

A mini figure standing approximately 2" high
made of LEGO is your very own toy Batman,
with cape and sword and helmet, included with
this comic book and activity set. Are The Joker
and his super-villain sidekicks trying to take over
Gotham City once again? They’ll have to
defeat Batman and the rest of the Justice
League first. Help foil the villains’ wicked
plans by solving the puzzle. Big colour
softback with answers. Ages 6+. Book
and toy set. CE Safety approved.

£7.99 NOW £4
86838
LEGO NEXO
KNIGHTS
DIGITAL DUEL
by Centum
Books

A ten piece LEGO
colourful toy knight
with bright yellow
head and dangerous
dagger is ready to
assemble. The mini
figure’s name is Clay and he features in the activities
and adventure story in this comic book special. It’s time
for you to fight alongside the Nexo Knight heroes.
Design your armour and shield and head off to face
Monstrox in his new form. Will you save Knighton and
become a member of the team? With colouring in,
mazes, word searches and more, and answers at the
back of the large colourful softback. Suit ages 6+, CE
Safety approved.

£7.99 NOW £4

86846 POSTMAN PAT
READ AND PLAY GIFT
SET
by Steve Prosser and
Claire Mowat

A big sturdy colourful box
featuring Postman Pat, Jess,
Ben, Ted, Mrs Goggins and
Bonnie with real toy beautifully
detailed, colour painted
characters. We especially love
Jess the little black and white
cat of course! There is a story book and giant fold-out
play mat and all based on the original television design
by Ivor Wood. Six toy figures, small board colour
book, suit ages 3+. CE Safety approved.

£12.99 NOW £6.25
86854 WINNIE-THE-POOH
NOTES TO SELF
by Parragon

Choose a thoughtful spot to
ponder the bigness and
smallness of things, hum along
to songs and note down your
thoughts and dreams. ‘On the
butterflies are flying!’ Beautifully
illustrated and based on the Winniethe-Pooh works by A. A. Milne
and artist E. H. Shepard, enjoy your wonderful life with
special friends Eeyore, Tigger and Roo and fill in your
own details, special friends, pictures, favourite things to
do, things to know. With little stories from Piglet about
when Owl’s house blew down and along the way fill in
photos of your family, snoozy dreams and learn about
the good things in life like friendship and good advice,
favourite foods and finally a little quiz about yourself.
With lockable padlock fastener to keep your secrets safe
and a tiny envelope inside the padded cover for your
secret notes to self. Colour.

£5.99 NOW £3.50

86817 ALICE IN
WONDERLAND: Book and
CD by Lewis Carroll retold
by Jan Payne

Illustrated by Eva Morales in her
distinctive, full-of-emotion modern
colourful style, follow Alice
through every new experience,
from running after the White
Rabbit, falling down the hole and
finding things get curiouser and curiouser. “Stretching on
tiptoe, Alice peered over the edge and saw a large, blue
caterpillar smoking a strange pipe.” All the familiar
characters including the grinning Cheshire Cat, an
eccentric Mad Hatter and a very cross Queen of Hearts.
Read along with the audio CD as this charming musical
retelling brings the world of Alice in Wonderland to life in
a way we at Bibliophile have never seen before. Also
includes free audio download. Large colour board book,
8½” x 10".

£9.99 NOW £5

85052 WHO CUT THE CHEESE? DR
PROCTOR’S FART POWDER by Jo Nesbo

Everyone’s watching the hot singing competition on TV.
Everyone except Nilly, Lisa and Dr Proctor. That’s why
they don’t get hypnotised by the space aliens. The
aliens want to take over the world! Could the fart
powder save everything? Let ‘er rip! Zany and
appealing line art by Mike Lowery, for fans of Captain
Underpants and The Wimpy Kid. 458pp, remainder
mark.
Ages 7-11.

$16.99 NOW £2.75
85039 OLIVIA THE SPY by Ian Falconer

Immortalised in children’s literature, the pictures are
marvellous and the verbal talents continue to grow as
Olivia, the pig with style, tries to blend in. With two to
four lines of text per page, this big picture book sees
Olivia dressing as a pirate, investigating and learning
how to be sneaky, disguised as a lampshade, as a zebra
half rug, learning the word INSTITUTION and finding
herself in prison! There is a surprise visit to the ballet.
Oh yes, Olivia takes to the stage! Ages 5-8, 8½” x 11"
colour.

$17.99 NOW £3.50
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86262 RUPERT ANNUAL
2019: No 83
by Express Newspapers,
edited by Chloe Boyes

John Harrold the famous illustrator
of the original Rupert Bear cartoon
strip decorates the endpapers in this
beautiful big and very collectable
annual. The classic Rupert the Bear
stories include Rupert and the Sugar
Bird, Rupert and the May Queen
with text and couplets written by Mara Alperin, Spot the
Difference, your own Rupert story from the 1995
Annual, Rupert and the Coral Island, illustrated by
Alfred Bestall (1962) as he does with the following Rupert and the Turnip (1945), Rupert and Bill in the Tree
Top (1938). Illustrated by John Harrold are Rupert’s Cat
Search, Rupert’s Secret Route, Rupert and the Flavours
all from 1980 and Make a Christmas Tree and Rupert
and the Christmas Tree from the 1995 Annual. With
puzzle answers, 118 very large pages, colour.

£9.99 NOW £5
86261 RUPERT ANNUAL 2018: No.82
by Stuart Trotter and Alfred Bestall

Collectable reprint of the Express Newspapers cartoon
strip style stories of Rupert and Boomerarrow (1989
illustrated by John Harrold) Rupert and the Pepper-Rose
(1961 illustrated by Alfred Bestall), Rupert and the
Secret Shell (1978 Bestall), Rupert and the Sundial (1998
John Harrold), Rupert and the Snow Puzzle (1982
illustrated by Alex Cubie). Let’s play with Rupert as he
lets Ferdy Fox listen, picks up a necklace, spies a fish,
sees an old picture, is given an orange, sees Podgy
again, is snowballed, takes a tumble, learns a secret and
much more. Plus a memory game, spot-the-difference
and Christmas decorations from 1955. Colour, 118pp,
8½” x 11½”.

£9.99 NOW £5
85381 MONSTER SCARED OF CHILDREN
UNDER ITS BED! by Olly Oliver

What could possibly frighten a big hairy monster with
blue fur, big green eyes, horns and shiny white teeth?
Stick your eyes, mouth and nose through the holes in
this big colourful board book to make the monsters come
alive - spotty green and yellow pants on a big purple
monster with orange specs or your own grinning teeth
which you can sell to a fairy! Ends with a beautiful
image of the toys, children and monsters fast asleep.
Ages 18 months to 3.

£7.99 NOW £2.50
85707 BEDTIME RHYMES by Tony Ross

Scan the QR code to get your free audio rhymes to Hey
Diddle Diddle, Rock-a-bye Baby, Little Boy Blue, Wee
Willie Winkie and Twinkle Twinkle Little Star. These
favourite bedtime rhymes are designed to be shared
together with young children and babies who will love
the famous children’s book illustrator Tony Ross’s
enchanting illus. Thumb indexed board book, colour.

£5.99 NOW £1.75
86272 STORM WHALE: Book and Soft Toy
by Benji Davies

Soft knitted grey woolly fabric and black eyes, with his
huge humpy head, grey whale toy measures just over
6½” from tail fin to peak of the
head. Noi lived with his Dad and
six cats by the sea. Every
day, Noi’s Dad left early
for a long day’s work on his
fishing boat. He wouldn’t
be home again till dark.
One night, a great storm
raged around their
house...Noi was quick to save the whale, but
here was a big secret he could not keep from his father!
Ages 2½-5. CE approved.

£12.99 NOW £5
86072 GIGANTOSAURUS: Book and Toy Gift
Set by Jonny Duddle

A super cute bug-eyed, floppy legged, curly tailed
dinosaur toy measures just over 4" long to the tip of his
tail which is made of lime green felt and he has a smiley
face like all the characters in the accompanying story
book. Stomp, crunch and meet the characters like
Bonehead, the Triceratops, the Diplodocus and the
Stegosaurus. Ages five and up. A prehistoric adventure
book with soft Bonehead toy to play out all your
favourite scenes.

£12.99 NOW £6.50
84911 WINNIE-THE-POOH by A. A. Milne

With original line illustrations by E. H. Shepard.
Christopher Robin gave a deep sigh, picked up his Bear
by the leg, and walked off to the door, trailing Pooh
behind him. Sad Eeyore, reaching for the HUNNY large
jar of honey from the top shelf, Pooh and Piglet go
hunting and nearly catch a Woozle and capture a
Heffalump, Kanga and Baby Roo come to the Forest
and Piglet has a bath and they go on an expotition to the
North Pole and save Piglet from the flood. Map.
188pp, paperback.

£5.99 NOW £3
85029 A HELPING OF HORRID HENRY: 3
Books in 1 by Francesca Simon

Horrid Henry Gets Rich Quick, Horrid Henry’s Haunted
House and Horrid Henry’s Nits in His Hair are stories
that make you ache with laughter. Here all three are
available in one large printed omnibus paperback edition
with all the brilliant captivating illus by Tony Ross. Ages
5-8. 270pp.

£8.99 NOW £2.50
85032 HORRID HENRY’S FAVOURITE JOKES:
3 Books In 1 by Francesca Simon
Horrid Henry’s Joke Book, Horrid Henry’s Jolly Joke
Book and Horrid Henry’s Mighty Joke Book are
awesomely wicked and here all three hilarious books
have been bound into one omnibus volume. With large
print and Tony Ross’s brilliant line art quirky illustrations
we have come to know and love, here are mummy
jokes, tidy jokes, Bert’s beefy beastly jokes, teacher
jokes and more. What do you get if you cross a
dinosaur with a pig? Jurassic Pork. 280pp, paperback.

£9.99 NOW £3
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CHILDREN’S GIFT IDEAS
86853 WINNIE-THE-POOH
CLOCK BOOK: What’s the
Time Winnie-The-Pooh?
illustrated by Andrew
Grey

Tick, Tock! It’s 8 o’clock. Pooh
yawns and then snuggles up
tight. Youngsters aged 3+ can
learn to tell the time with one of
our most favourite children’s
book characters and his friends
enjoying a picnic with honey
and cakes right up to bedtime. The colourful board book
based on the A. A. Milne and E. H. Shepard books has
a special circular disc out the top which is a real clock
with big yellow plastic hands to move - tick, tock. Learn
to tell the time, enjoy the story and even make time for
a smackerel of honey! Colour.

£7.99 NOW £4.50
86826 ENID BLYTON: Jolly
Good Food
by Allegra McEvedy

A children’s cook book inspired by
the stories of Enid Blyton and
containing over 40 recipes, wittily
illustrated with artworks on top of
delicious colour photos. Make
gorgeous Ginger Beer, Aunt
Fanny’s Chicken and Egg Salad,
Famous Five Quiches, Rock Buns,
Honey-Onion Sausage Rolls, Triply Cheesy Straws,
Perfect Porridge, Carrot and Orange Muffins in a section
entitled Midnight Feasts at Malory Towers. Jack’s Trout
is served with fried almonds and lemony-butter sauce,
serves four, has just a few ingredients and a simple
nine-point method. Kedgeree recipes are over a hundred
years old, coming from colonial India. A short story is
entitled Up to the Land of Goodies and is an extract from
The Magic Faraway Tree. Five Have a Lovely Picnic is
an extract from Five Get Into Trouble and comes
just after a recipe for Lip-Smackin’ Lemonade.
There are shed construction templates to make
a Secret Seven Gingerbread Shed decorated
with chocolate buttons, chocolate fingers,
jelly diamonds, gold balls etc. A
very exciting
cookbook for
littluns. Colour,
132pp, 7½” x 10".

£14.99 NOW
£6.50

86482 HIDEOUS HISTORY:
Death and Destruction
by Sandra Lawrence

Grim and gruesome but fun at the
same time, 10-14 year olds can
learn history as never taught in
school. Madame Tussaud had been
a talented student of a medical wax
sculptor and taken life masks from
famous people like the writer
Voltaire but was forced to turn her
skills to clambering through piles of
dead bodies looking for famous
heads to immortalise like that of the
decapitated King. She narrowly
escaped the guillotine herself and
had a shaved head to prove it.
The French Revolution, Marie
Antoinette, the guillotine, Vlad and
Castle Dracula, all about pirates,
Empress Wu Zetian who murdered
her own new-born daughter just so
she could accuse her rival Empress
Wang of the dirty deed, Al Capone,
deaths of the Roman emperors, the Vikings and
Valhalla, the Battle of Bosworth 1485, the Princes in the
Tower, Rasputin and the end of the Romanovs, here is
all you want to know about history’s dark side. 64 big
bloody colourful pages with specially commissioned
artwork and fact boxes, and glossary.

$11.99 NOW £4.50
86483 HIDEOUS HISTORY:
Trials and Trickery
by Sandra Lawrence

A companion to code 86482 Death
and Destruction, here is more grim
and gruesome history for 10-14
year olds, presented in the most
appealing and easy-to-absorb style.
Corrupt trials, foul ways of making
people confess, sadistic ways of
punishing people and sordid
methods of disposing them, treason
for religious reasons, family loyalty, money or even
love, witch trials, the innocent or guilty have been
judged by plunging their hand into boiling water to
retrieve a stone or a ring, forced to walk over red-hot
metal blades or hold a scolding hot iron rod. Absolute
innocence would be proven if they had no injury at all!
Read about Jesse James, Joan of Arc, Charles I, Julius
Caesar, Guy Fawkes, the Aztecs legend Quetzalcoatl
and the Aztec calendar, even the trial of a pig found
guilty of murdering a child in 1266. Execution methods
are particularly grim. Also ventures into the Mughal
empire, and Shah Jahan, the Spanish Inquisition and
American gangsters with fact boxes about Lucky Luciano
or the Auto da Fé or trial of faith where the inquisitor’s
handbook recommended tying the tongues of prisoners
who might try to speak! Bizarre hideous stories and
lives told in 64 big blood-curdling modern colourful
illustrated pages.

$11.99 NOW £4.50
85828 KIMMIDOLL JUNIOR PRESS OUT AND
PLAY ACTIVITY BOOK

Go to Japan with big-eyed kimono-clad girls and their
butterflies and flower and animal friends and build your
own Animal Park. There are over 90 press-out pieces to
play games, solve puzzles, colour pictures in this activity
book. Create cute jewellery and accessories like pencil
toppers by pressing out the pre-cut colour cards.
Paperback, 48 pages, ages 4-7.

£6.99 NOW £4

86303 HEIDI: Leatherbound
Edition by Johanna Spyri

CHRISTMAS GIFT GUIDE


Luxury collectable edition, the design has a
pale pink leather binding, purple and golden
small flower decoration, beautiful green floral
endpapers, gilt-edged pages and satin ribbon
bookmarker, and perhaps best of all are the
19 full page colour plates, watercolour artworks by
Jessie Willcox Smith. Line art, coloured title typography,
the theme of gold and rich purple. First published in 1881
by the Swiss author, originally in two parts, it is a novel
about a young girl in her paternal grandfather’s care in
the Swiss Alps. Heidi is orphaned at just five years old
and the Alm-Uncle briefly resents Heidi’s arrival, but the
girl’s evident intelligence and cheerful and unaffected
demeanour soon earn his genuine, if reserved, affection.
Heidi enthusiastically befriends her new neighbours,
young Peter the goatherd, his mother and his blind
maternal grandmother and with each season that passes,
the mountaintop inhabitants grow more attached to
Heidi. The family maid Dete returns to take Heidi to
Frankfurt to be a hired lady’s companion to a wealthy
girl named Clara Sesemamm who is regarded as an
invalid. Heidi grows homesick, pale and thin and her
one diversion is learning to read and write. 336pp.

ONLY £18
84903 SANTA SUPERSTAR COLOURING
BOOK MULTIPACK by Parragon Books

Bumper Christmas fun the pack which contains ten
washable felt tip pens in rainbow colours, a tiny
hardback storybook called Elf measuring 3½” square.
An 8" x 11"softback Santa Activity Book includes games
and puzzles, dot-to-dot and colouring in on recycled
paper and finally a huge 9" x 13" softback of 64 pages of
colouring fun. Outlined line art depict scenes with Santa
on every page. Ages 3+, safety approved. Contents
same as code 86848.

ONLY £4
85762 ROCKETFUL OF SPACE POEMS
by John Foster and Korky Paul

26 fantastic space poems chosen and spectacular
artworks by Korky Paul of a space fantasy adventure,
Taking 134 Days to Drive to the Moon, Meeting
Spaceman McTavicty, an Asteroid Dog, Turning Left at
the Moon as a UFO came down today at the bottom of
our garden, An E-mail from the Space Hotel, Greasy
Peter Pluto’s Fast Food Superstore, Inter-Galactic
Squibble-Ball, Bionic Boy, Ship Shape Space Ship.
Ready to blast off? Ages 5-8, 8½” x 11".

£12.99 NOW £2.50
85826 MR. IMPOSSIBLE AND THE EASTER
EGG HUNT
by Roger Hargreaves & Adam Hargreaves

Mr. Happy lives in Happyland where even the donkeys
are happy. He has decided to have a picnic on the
shores of the lake with his friends. Mr Impossible is
organising an Easter egg hunt for all the Mr Men and
Little Miss and he is hiding the eggs in the most
impossible places. Some are so high that only Mr Tall
can find them and some so low and cleverly hidden that
Mr Small will need to be called. Colour illus. 32 pages.
Ages 3-5, 9½” x 9". Paperback.

£5.99 NOW £3
86088 ADVENTURES OF MISS PETITFOUR
by Anne Michaels

Miss Petitfour loves baking and making and dancing with
her adorable cats, but above all she loves to fly. All she
has to do is pick up a favourite tea party table cloth and
catch the breeze and she swooshes off with her many
cats dangling paw to tail behind her. The five utterly
captivating stories are Miss Petitfour and the Rattling
Spoon, Miss Petitfour and the Jumble, Miss Petitfour and
the Penny Black, Miss Petitfour and The Birthday
Cheddar and Miss Petitfour and the Oom. Heart-zinging
warmth. Ages 8+. 132pp, colour illus.

£10.99 NOW £4

86106 PRIDE AND
PREJUDICE: A Search & Find
Book
illustrated by Amanda Enright

Based on the original story by Jane
Austen and retold by Sarah Powell,
full of characters and objects to
search for, find and follow.
Discover the Bennet family at home
in Longbourn, Jane Bennet and Mr
Bingley as they dance at the Netherfield Ball, Lizzy
Bennet and Mr Darcy strolling around Pemberley, the
Meryton Assembly where Lydia and Kitty giggle all
evening and Mary is praised for being accomplished.
Find the characters in the ballroom scene. Look for a
letter from Georgiana Darcy, the departing doctor and a
playful dog among the much-peopled scene, seen
through the windows and the rainy outside. Answers at
the back. Ages 8 and up or adult collectors. Colour illus,
8¾” x 11".

£12.99 NOW £5
86201 I WILL ALWAYS LOVE YOU: My Baby
Record Book

An actual wall hanging canvas measuring 10" x 12" in
baby soft blue grey background, a mother elephant
cradles her baby elephant and the words in the top right
hand corner “I will always love you”. Framed, it has a
sturdy serrated wall hanging clip in brass with two
screws ready to hang. Use the big softback book to
capture every special moment in baby’s first year - eye
colour, birth weight, grandparents and extended family
and lots of space for photos.

£11.99 NOW £5
85210 SYLVIA LONG’S MOTHER GOOSE: Four
Classic Board Books by Sylvia Long

Teeny little hands will love this starter library, and these
tiny square board books are virtually indestructible. The
four titles are Humpty Dumpty, Hey Diddle Diddle,
Mary Had A Little Lamb and Hickory Dickory Dock.
2½” square by 1½” thick, one line per right hand page
with a delightful illustration of say the white mouse with
pink ears running down the clock. Seven solid card
pages delightfully illustrated by Sylvia Long, the awardwinning illus. Giftable box set.

£9.99 NOW £3.50

85751 MY FAVOURITE CHILDREN’S
SONGS: BOOK AND CD illustrated by
Rachelle Mayer

Beautifully packaged hardback book with
colour illustrations and an accompanying
compact disc of 26 of our favourite sing-a-long
tunes including Old Macdonald Had A Farm, Row
Row Row Your Boat, If You’re Happy and You Know It
Clap Your Hands, The Wheels on the Bus Go Round and
Round, Twinkle Twinkle Little Star, London Bridge Is
Falling Down, Mary Had A Little Lamb, Happy Birthday
to You, Incy Wincey Spider, The Hokey Cokey, I’m A
Little Tea Pot and Hickory Dickory Dock, and Rock-abye Baby for lullaby sleepy time.

£5.95 NOW £3.50
84604 FAIRY TALES FROM AROUND THE
WORLD: Leatherbound Edition
by Andrew Lang



In dark pink leatherbound edition with gold tooling and
decoration to the front cover of fairies and beautiful
towers. In a Folio Society-style quality binding and
production, the book has gold foil edges, a wide navy
satin page marker and exquisite woodcut illustrations.
The selection are from the 12 fairy books compiled by
Scottish writer Andrew Lang between 1889 and 1910.
Several are from Japan and all have been collected from
the fairy tale anthologies - the Blue, Red, Green, Yellow,
Pink, Grey, Violet, Crimson, Brown, Orange, Olive and
Lilac Fairy Book. They include East of the Sun and
West of the Moon, Aladdin and the Wonderful Lamp,
Beauty and the Beast, The Master Cat or Puss In Boots,
The History of Whittington, The Rat Catcher, King
Kojata, The Story of King Frost, The Troll’s Daughter,
The Ogre, Schippeitaro, The Six Hungry Beasts, The
Wicked Wolverine, Hábogi, The Mink and the Wolf,
Grasp All Lose All, The Castle of Kerglas, The Shifty Lad
among them. 111 magical tales in total. 726pp.

ONLY £30
86256 PIRATES OF SCURVY SANDS
by Jonny Duddle

Take off the book jacket to discover your own Scurvy
Treasure Map. Park yer ship, see the big dipper and the
chalets, go out on the pedalos and the pier, and join the
huge octopus in the Cruncher Club. Ahoy there all
young pirates who want to take a holiday with the
Jolley-Rogers, of “the pirates next door” fame. Rats in
yer bilges? King chopped off yer hand? Treasure lost its
sparkle? Matilda, Jim and Nugget, Katie and Jim’s Mum
and Dad enjoy maggoty biscuits, shark brains steeped in
brine, dodo burgers and battered parrot legs. Can
anyone solve the mystery of the missing gold? Ages
6+. 11½” x 10".

£11.99 NOW £3.50
23971 GRIMM’S FAIRY TALES
by J.L.C. and W.C. Grimm

The Brothers Grimm rediscovered a host of fairy tales,
telling of princes and princesses in their castles, witches
in their towers and forests, of giants and dwarfs, of
fabulous animals and dark deeds. This selection of their
folk tales was made and translated by Lucy Crane, and
includes firm favourites such as ‘Rapunzel’, ‘The Goose
Girl’, ‘Sleeping Beauty’, ‘Hansel and Gretel’ and ‘Snow
White’. With Walter Crane’s charming line drawings.
288pp. Paperback.

ONLY £2.50
44607 MY FIRST BIG COLOURING BOOK:
Super Value Fun Pack

12" x 17" is the outsize size of My First Big Colouring
Book which is accompanied by an 8" x 12" My First
Learning to Colour: Easy to Colour for the Very Young
book plus an 8" x 12" 123 to Colour book. All three
books are softback plus there are in the pack six fibretipped pens in a rainbow spectrum, washable and nontoxic. The big-eyed octopus, pig, frog, letters of the
alphabet, paintbrush and pram. Six coloured crayons,
resealable carry bag.

ONLY £2.75
83389 ANNE OF INGLESIDE
by L. M. Montgomery

‘It’s been lovely to be Anne of Green Gables again, but
it’s a hundred times lovelier to come back and be Anne
of Ingleside.’ Now the mother of five children, with a
sixth baby on the way, Anne couldn’t be happier.
Numerous scrapes her children get up to, or Gilbert’s
insufferable aunt outstaying her welcome, Anne faces
every challenge with her usual verve for life. But then
she begins to suspect that Gilbert doesn’t love her any
more. Paperback, 387pp.

£6.99 NOW £2
84967 DEMIGODS & MAGICIANS: Percy and
Annabeth Meet the Kanes
by Rick Riordan

Three short stories plus Bonus Material. Magic, monsters
and mayhem abound when Percy Jackson and
Annabeth Chase meet Carter and Sadie Kane for the
first time. As they battle with celestial bronze and
glowing hieroglyphs, the four heroes find they have
more power than they ever thought possible, but will
their combined forces be enough to spoil an ancient
enemy who is mixing Greek and Egyptian incantations
for an evil purpose? 188 roughcut pages.

$14.99 NOW £2.50
84988 STAR WARS THE FORCE AWAKENS:
Book and Magnetic Play Set
by Disney and Lucasfilm

A sturdy black plastic shiny carry case with handle
measuring 8" x 10", the pack invites us to create our
own epic from Star
Wars: The Force
Awakens. Will you
choose the light
side of the Force or
the dark side? The
heroes and villains
star in this book
and magnetic play
set with 30
magnets and six play scenes starring Finn, Ray and the
evil Kylo Ren. Two colouring booklets, tough hard carry
case and sticky boards. Ages 6-8 to adult. 21 x 28.9cm.

$14.99 NOW £3.25

85486 FIRST STICKER
STORY FUN FAIRIES
by McMillan Children’s Books

With plastic googly eyes that, when
you shake the book, move around.
With over 200 colour stickers and a
colouring section, join the googlyeyed fairies on a fun filled
adventure as they get ready for
the Fairy Queen’s ball. Very
appealing illustrations in colour,
softback book for ages 3+ with lots
of stickers and things to colour in. 9" x 12".

£5.99 NOW £2

85896 ONCE UPON A TIME
HOLY BIBLE: NIRV
by Zondervan

The New International Reader’s
Version with appealing almost
Disney-style colour illustrations with
embossed glitter decoration.
Containing a colourful presentation
page To... By...On..., there are 24
full colour inserts and each story is
told in splendidly illustrated colour
including God Makes Man and
Woman (Genesis 2:7-27). “In just
a few days, God made the whole
earth and all the plants and animals. The world was
beautiful, but it was missing something. God wanted to
create someone like himself. So God scooped up a
handful of dust. Then he gently blew his life into it.
And God made man. God named this man
Adam...While Adam slept, God took out one of Adam’s
ribs and created a woman from it. Adam was happy to
meet his new friend. Adam named the woman Eve,
and they lived very happily in their beautiful garden
home.” With stories from the Old Testament and New
Testament, a dictionary in great Bible stories, among
others Isaac and Rebekah, Ruth Finds Happiness,
Queen Esther, A Visit From An Angel and He Lives!
1144 very fine pages, two column layout, clear design.

£18.99 NOW £9
84474 MAGICAL UNICORN ACTIVITY BOOK
illustrated by Sam Loman

Welcome to this magical land where unicorns roam,
fairies fly high, and mermaids splash in a pink lemonade
sea. Which pathway leads to the castle? A, B or C?
Which unicorns are twins? Adorable outfits, underwater
treats with ocean lollies and coral cupcakes, decorate
your unicorns using your own pens and pencils in the
colouring-ins, solve the word puzzles and choose your
own Fantasy Fairy name. 96 pages of activities and
fun. Colour, softback, 9" x 10".

£6.99 NOW £3

86207 DISNEY PRINCESS
BEAUTY AND THE BEAST:
Magic Foil Book & Kit
by Parragon Books

Foil craft art is hugely popular with
adults and children. Among the ten
things to make and do is to make a
princess tiara, a heart diary, a
beautiful bookmark or an enchanted
rose for Princess Belle. Follow the
simple step-by-step instructions and
craft tips, peel off the yellow paper and add your magic
foil to your stickers and decorate. Colour in the scenes
in the softback book. 30 magic foil sheets, 50 foam
stickers. Presentation box, ages 4+.

ONLY £5
85051 VERY LITTLE SLEEPING BEAUTY
by Teresa Heapy and Sue Heap

Tomorrow was her birthday. ‘I going to have party,
with cake and Aunty Fairy,’ said Very Little Sleeping
Beauty. Lullabies and puppies, daddy singing ‘She’ll be
coming round the mountain’ here are stories, tickles,
dancing and jumping on the bed for this very special
little girl. Does she need her bear, blanket, drink or
special-est cup? She plays hide and seek in a castle and
receives a spinning wheel as her present. Ages 2-5
modern colour illus.

$16.99 NOW £3.25
86341 STORY OF THE TREASURE SEEKERS
by E. Nesbit

E. Nesbit was the author of The Railway Children and
Five Children and It. When their widowed father’s
business fails, the Bastable children decide to restore the
family fortune themselves. No longer able to afford
school, the children have all the time in the world to
devise ingenious money-making schemes. An inventive
and magical world of the Indian Uncle, The Robber and
The Burglar, Lord Tottenham, Castilian Amoroso, The
Nobleness of Oswald and more. 205pp, paperback, line
art.

£6.99 NOW £3
86335 NEW TREASURE SEEKERS by E. Nesbit

A companion to The Story of the Treasure Seekers code
86341 by the author of The Railway Children and Five
Children and It. No matter how hard the Bastable
children try to be good, they always fail spectacularly
whether making a disastrous Christmas pudding for
charity, spending a dark night in an empty windmill, or
fortune-telling at a fête, they cannot help getting into all
sorts of mischief. They wear the stiff formal clothes of
the late Victorians, eat cold mutton and sago puddings,
but their feelings are timeless. 264pp, line art.
Paperback.

£6.99 NOW £3
85825 JUNGLE: LIFT-THE-FLAP AND COLOUR
by Alice Bowsher
A jaguar hunts on the jungle floor. Colour him in and
hear him ROAR! Create your own colourful habitats in
this new colouring in series. Lift the flaps to reveal
animals and stick insects and monkeys in their natural
habitat, from the depths of the jungle to the tree canopy
and fold out their homes. Then read the accompanying
rhyming text to learn about their environment. A
companion to code 85824. Paperback, Natural History
Museum, 10 pages. Ages 2-5. 9" square. Line art.

$8.99 NOW £4

